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Artificial intelligence

Insurtech

Amazon’s Alexa, facial detection and recognition, self-driving vehicles

Insurance technology, commonly referred to as insurtech, can be

and disease mapping are all examples of artificial intelligence (AI).

viewed as a subset of fintech and refers to technologies used to

At its simplest form, AI leverages computers and machines to mirror

disrupt the insurance value chain. This is done by using data, AI,

the problem solving and decision-making capabilities of humans.

blockchain, machine learning and other emerging technologies.
Originally devised for self-service functionality using mobile apps,
insurtech has also expanded to key operations such as underwriting.
Distributed ledger technology-based insurance
Also known as decentralized insurance, this technology utilizes
blockchain and smart contracts to create a trusted environment
for carriers and their policyholders. The use of a blockchain can
help reduce fraud and errors, and will increase transparency in
the insurance industry.
Tokenizing insurance
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are cryptographic assets housed on
the Ethereum blockchain. Each token has a unique identification
code that distinguishes it from others. As an example, an insurance

There is a misconception that property insurance has not evolved

token can represent ownership of a policy. Tokens can be used to

as fast when compared to other market sectors. The reality is that

pay both premiums and claims more securely.

carriers are in fact incorporating the latest technologies to improve
in-house processes and customer experience. “The buzzwords like

Predictive modeling

artificial intelligence, machine learning and predictive analysis are

Statistical analyses are utilized to create models that can predict

probably the most commonly discussed and explored, but we are

the likelihood of a loss happening. This helps carriers set more

also seeing spatial recognition software, risk inspection tools and

accurate premiums.

the internet of things (IoT) become practical solutions for immediate

Premium pricing

impact”, said Ken Gregg, founder and CEO of Orion180, to Surina

Carriers are utilizing insurtech to deliver personalized rates based

Nath at Insurance Business. Spatial data is a term used to describe

on location, age, education, employment, credit history and use

information about location/ space. Road maps and floor plans are

of equipment, among other factors.

two examples.

Fraud detection

• Over 76% of insurance executives report that the stakes for

Insurtech helps improve fraud detection by using machine learning

innovation have never been higher – Accenture Techvision2020

and data analytics to spot patterns and identify potential risks.

• 74% of chief information officers (CIOs) plan to increase their

spending on AI in 2022 – Deloitte Insights 2022 insurance
industry outlook
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Artificial intelligence in personal lines

The adjuster is then tasked with the damage inside the house. Either

Personal lines claims have benefited from an array of innovative

the homeowner or a contractor is asked to enter the residence to

technologies. New tools enable homeowners and contractors to

document photos. The pictures are uploaded into an AI program

upload pictures for underwriting or claims, and create measured

that creates a complete measured floor plan and identifies materials

3-dimensional (3D) building models as well as floor plans.

(gas fireplace brick materials 106.7 SF, countertop white quartz 5’x3’,

Scenario

floor vinyl plan 696.4 SF). The adjuster once again obtains material

A homeowner sustains wind and hail damage. Water intrudes

and repair labor pricing, and with that a reserve for the complete

into the home. The family is placed in temporary housing.

structural portion of the claim can be set. The focus now shifts
to the home’s contents.

An adjuster is assigned and immediately submits a job request
to a company that secures individuals with a smartphone to take
external pictures of the home and upload them into a database.

Zesty.ai provides insurance carriers with near real-time access to property information
for underwriting and rating via an application processing interface (API). The insurer
sends the API an address and artificial intelligence models analyze the property in realtime during the underwriting process. Image credit: Zesty.ai

Within 30 minutes, photos of the damaged residence are available.
The adjuster uploads the pictures into a portal that creates precise

The scenario above represents today’s reality for many personal

measurements of the house and identifies materials. There are

lines’ adjusters. Insurtech has delivered remarkable technologies

services that enable uploads of pictures and immediate conversion

and will continue to evolve while helping carriers and their clients.

into a 3D measured model. The pictured house took an AI program

While personal lines carriers are quickly adopting AI driven platforms,

15 minutes to create a model to scale, once pictures from all sides

commercial carriers are cognizant that these technologies are not

were uploaded via an app. Material replacement and labor costs

a perfect fit for large complex losses.

are also obtained based on the model. The adjuster has visibility
into what’s needed to evaluate the external portion of the residential

There is no routine complex loss

claim without leaving the office and within a few hours of receiving

Commercial losses present unique adjusting challenges. Unlike

the loss notice.

residential buildings that an oversimplification would categorize
them as one or two storied four walled boxes, commercial/
properties are considerably more varied. Consider hotels,
skyscrapers, manufacturing facilities, offshore drilling platforms,
sports stadiums, hospitals, warehouse fulfillment centers and
airports. The structural configuration of these facilities is diverse
and identification of construction classes from pictures alone is
not a trivial task.
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Mastering the elegant solution

The ratio of contents to building value is similar for residential
properties. For commercial facilities, the value of building to

Technology is progressing at a rapid rate. The list of important tasks

contents ratio is far more complex. Commercial equipment values

that can be performed with a cell phone grows by the day. The

are dependent on the business type occupying the facility. Such

insurance industry and their clients are benefiting from AI platforms

contents range from sensitive medical equipment to server

that help accelerate transactions and interactions that used to be

computers in data centers, and pick and place robotic arms in

primarily manual and in person. A personal lines claim can now be

manufacturing. To complicate matters, a large portion of such

settled within days of the loss. This does not mean the property will

equipment is custom made for a specific application. Repair

be restored in that period, although the funds to complete the work

and replacement costs for involved items is not always apparent.

will have been approved and paid.
Commercial claims still require a great deal of personal interaction.
Following a large complex loss, the approach of deploying a
multidisciplinary team of experts ensures that business interruption
is managed, and both the insured, their contractors and the insurance
carrier can quickly agree on a sustainable path forward. While
artificial intelligence will reshape some processes for commercials
carriers, the elegant solution will likely remain a fusion of the
latest technology and subject matter experts working in harmony
to settle claims.

Due to these complexities, environmental consultants, building
experts and equipment advisors are engaged to mitigate damage
and develop a comprehensive recovery plan with the appropriate
government agencies, restoration contractors and original
equipment manufacturers.

How commercial claims can benefit from AI
Commercial insurers have not adopted insurtech platforms as quickly
as personal lines carriers. One of the main reasons is that in the early
phases of the industry’s digital transformation, the low-hanging fruit
was residential claims. When considering how many more residential
properties exist versus commercial — and those properties are
fairly similar — it made sense for technology companies to develop

About EFI Global

solutions for that market segment first. With that said, the potential

EFI Global, part of Sedgwick, is a well-established brand with an

for digitizing assets and enhancing the customer experience in the

excellent reputation in the Americas, Africa, Asia-Pacific and Europe

commercial space has become well recognized.

as a market leader in environmental consulting, engineering failure
analysis and origin-and-cause investigations. Each year, EFI Global

Straight-through processing (STP) is a term used to describe

completes more than 45,000 projects worldwide for a wide range

automatic solutions for seamless electronic transactions without

of clients, such as commercial, industrial, institutional, insurance,

manual intervention. Computer and application portals are designed

government, risk managers, public and private entities. EFI Global

to help brokers and policyholders streamline digital interactions.

is one of the world’s most respected emergency response firms,

Commercial carriers are focused on foundational elements such as

capable of providing practical solutions to the most complex

implementing modern policy, billing, claims systems and policyholder

problems. Our multidisciplinary team of first responders, project

self-service capabilities. These projects are basically identical to

managers, engineers, geologists and scientists are selected for their

those already employed by personal lines carriers, although the

technical proficiency and in-depth industry knowledge to aid clients

complexity of the commercial business makes these technological

in resolving technical problems. For more, see efiglobal.com.

improvements that much more meaningful for their clients.
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